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Abstract: Turbulence is governed by various mechanisms, such as production, dissipation, diffusion,
dilatation and convection, which lead to its evolution and decay. In high-speed flows, turbulence
becomes complicated due to compressibility effects. Therefore, the goal of the current work is to
characterize these mechanisms in rectangular supersonic jets by directly evaluating their contributions
in turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) budget equation. The budgets are obtained using high-fidelity
Large Eddy Simulations that employ WALE subgrid-scale model. Jet nearfield data are validated with
PIV experimental measurements, available from the literature, which include mean flow and second-
order statistics. To ensure spatial resolution and temporal convergence of higher-order statistics,
qualitative performance metrics are presented. The results indicate that TKE production is the major
source term, while pressure-dilatation term acts as a sink throughout the development of the jet. The
diffusion term has the highest contribution from triple-velocity correlations, followed by pressure
diffusion and molecular diffusion. Subgrid-scale diffusion and dissipation are also evaluated and
their contributions are minimal. Each term is presented on both minor and major axis plane and
reveals asymmetry in the statistics. A detailed explanation of budget contributions is provided,
leading to the mechanisms responsible for the anisotropy of TKE.

Keywords: turbulent kinetic energy budget; supersonic jet; anisotropy; turbulence; shear layer

1. Introduction

Turbulence is a complicated non-linear phenomenon, which is governed by various
large-scale and small-scale transfer mechanisms. Numerical simulation of turbulent flows
is a vast field that is primarily based on resolving the length and time scales as well as
capturing the unresolved scales [1]. Understanding of turbulent flows can be improved by
analyzing energy budgets since they help quantify various underlying transport mecha-
nisms by directly examining their contributions. TKE budget equation not only provides
the main mechanisms responsible for turbulence evolution and decay but also provides
direction towards improving the current turbulence models [1]. The terms in TKE budget
equation are known as the budget terms and they help in quantifying the local turbu-
lence gain and loss mechanisms. Calculation of energy budget terms relies upon both
second- and higher-order fluctuating terms as well as mean flow gradients. Therefore,
gaining access to higher-order fluctuating terms is crucial to obtain energy budgets. In
RANS, these terms are modeled by correlating them with mean flow gradients and so
higher-order statistics cannot be directly accessed. In LES, since large scales of the flow are
resolved, gaining access to higher-order statistics becomes possible. Although DNS solves
the governing equations directly without the use of modeling, it is very expensive for high
Reynolds number flows. Therefore, LES is the appropriate choice for budget analysis of
high Reynolds number flows considering the costs associated with DNS. High-speed flows
occur in aerospace application and are fundamentally crucial to understand due to the com-
plex flow behavior involving shock–boundary layer or shock–shear layer interactions. In
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such flows, density and pressure fluctuations are typically significant and are characterized
by a set of shock waves and expansion fans. These features affect the turbulent mixing
process. While such flows have been studied previously, limited literature is available that
directly computes the budget terms in these flows because gaining access to all terms in the
TKE equation is quite challenging/expensive, both experimentally and numerically, due to
numerous reasons. One of the reasons is the presence of higher-order statistics—mainly the
pressure velocity correlations and their measurements in experiments. Another challenge
is ensuring relevant scales are resolved. As a result, the numerical simulations need to
be conducted for a sufficiently long time for convergence of budget terms. Therefore, the
goal of this paper is to examine the turbulence transport mechanisms in supersonic jets by
means of LES with WALE subgrid-scale model to gain insights into the evolution of the jet
from a TKE budget standpoint.

Before diving deeper into the goals of the current paper, we take a closer look at
the literature review to highlight the importance of budget analysis. Section 1.1 details a
brief overview of budget analysis from literature for turbulent flows occurring in various
applications—both incompressible and compressible regimes. Section 1.2 details the TKE
budget equation used in this work and explains various terms associated with it. Section 1.3
provides a brief overview of LES solvers in the literature because the numerical modeling
approach directly affects the resultant budget quantities and so the choice of solver is an
important topic.

1.1. Budget Analysis of Incompressible and Compressible Flow in Open Literature

This subsection presents an overview of budget analysis, both experimentally and
numerically. It also briefly describes which terms were directly computed and how and
which terms were obtained as a balance. A well-known study on planar jets dates back to
the 1970s. Gutmark et al. [2] conducted an experimental investigation of a planar incom-
pressible jet using hot-wire anemometry to directly measure the mean velocities as well as
third- and fourth-order terms. Nishino et al. [3] conducted measurements on impinging
axisymmetric water jet at Reynolds number ~13,000 in the stagnation region using two- and
three-dimensional particle-tracking velocimetry. More recently, experimental investigation
on a rectangular incompressible jet was published by Cavo et al. [4]. They measured the
TKE and enstrophy budgets using their in-house hot wire and computed spatial derivatives
of fluctuating velocities in all three directions. While they obtained production, advection
and dissipation by measurements, diffusion was obtained by subtraction. Liu et al. [5]
conducted experimental measurements of TKE budget in planar wake flow. While they
measured convection, turbulence diffusion and turbulence production, the pressure diffu-
sion term was obtained by forcing a balance of TKE transport equation and dissipation was
estimated using a locally axisymmetric turbulence assumption. These studies were based
on experimental investigation. Others also presented the TKE budgets based on numerical
investigation. Bogey and Bailly [6,7] derived TKE budget and Reynolds stress transport
equation in their paper on a round compressible jet and conducted LES to compute the
contribution of each term. They also presented the filtering dissipation due to LES filter.
Another recent study was published by Bonelli et al. [8]. They conducted LES using an
in-house solver to directly compute each term in the TKE transport equation for a round
compressible jet at Mach number 1.4 and 2.6 and with Reynolds numbers ranging from
2500 to 20,000. Their analysis presented the budgets on only one plane of symmetry, i.e.,
the XY plane, since it was a round jet. Vyas et al. [9] demonstrated the TKE budgets in
shock-wave boundary layer interactions using implicit LES focusing on wall-bounded flow.
While their research provided the statistics during SBLI, they pointed that their LES grid
size was inadequate in the close vicinity of the wall. Kokkinakis et al. [10] evaluated the
TKE budgets in a compression ramp using DNS to reveal their contributions during SBLI.

While these studies revealed the budgets for compressible flow, others have shown
TKE budgets for different applications. Orlandi et al. [11] conducted DNS of a circular pipe
flow with smooth and rough walls to obtain the TKE budgets. Tian et al. [12] conducted bud-
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get analysis of flow over urban-like canopy using LES with dynamic Smagorinsky model.
Watanabe et al. [13] conducted implicit LES for low Reynolds number turbulent planar jet to
analyze the budget terms, except for the dissipation term, which was obtained as a balance.
Lai et al. [14] presented the budgets for a low Reynolds number water jet using stereoscopic
particle image velocimetry (SPIV) and compared the results with experimental data from
an air jet. Zhang et al. [15] estimated the TKE budgets in a high wind boundary layer of a
hurricane and indicated that shear production and dissipation are the major source and sink
terms. Wu et al. [16] demonstrated the budgets in wind turbine wakes using LES. Zippel
et al. [17] presented the budgets for ocean surface mixed layer. Balakumar et al. [18] demon-
strated the budgets using DNS and RANS for turbulent flows through a plane channel and
a channel with a constriction. Apart from high-fidelity approaches, RANS-based investi-
gations have also been conducted to examine the budget terms, mainly production and
dissipation. For example, Siddappaji et al. [19,20] demonstrated the dissipation of kinetic
energy in unducted rotors. Vorticity-dynamics-based assessment of loss propagation in
turbomachinery flows using Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model was also discussed [21,22].
Gao [23] demonstrated budgets for compressor cascade using a two-equation turbulence
model. Monier et al. [24] demonstrated the budgets for tip-leakage flow using RANS and
LES. Chen et. al [25] demonstrated flow diagnostics of a transonic compressor rotor using
boundary vorticity flux to capture on-wall signatures of vorticity and skin-friction vector
line at RANS level. Boundary vorticity flux is another method of capturing flow turbulence
characteristics. These works were primarily based on RANS modeling.

Overall, budget analysis is general and fundamentally helpful to enhance the under-
standing of turbulent flows occurring in various applications. While previous studies shed
some light on budget analysis for incompressible low-speed flows as well as high-speed
axisymmetric jets, such analysis has not yet been shown for rectangular jets at supersonic
speeds. Therefore, this paper aims to bridge the gap. In our previous work, non-linear
eddy viscosity and Reynolds stress model-based investigation was conducted to capture
the anisotropy of turbulence [26,27]. TKE production term was evaluated using WALE
subgrid-scale LES and non-linear eddy viscosity-based two-equation RANS model. How-
ever, a complete account of each term in the budget equation was not presented. As a
continuation of prior work, this paper presents the budget analysis for each term in the TKE
transport equation. Since rectangular jets are non-axisymmetric jets, the anisotropy of TKE
exists on the minor and major axis plane. Through this work, the mechanisms responsible
for the asymmetry of TKE from a budget standpoint are presented. This approach directly
captures the TKE at fundamental governing equation level, thus, providing insights into
the underlying turbulence mechanisms.

1.2. TKE Budget Equation

In the context of budget analysis, it is paramount to take a closer look at the budget
equation itself. The terms associated with budget equation can change in the context
of incompressible vs. compressible flow so, many forms have been presented in the lit-
erature. The one used in the present work is from Wilcox [1]. TKE budget equation is
typically derived by multiplying the momentum equation by a fluctuating velocity com-
ponent and then performing Favre averaging or Reynolds averaging. In compressible
flow, density fluctuations arise and the role of density averaging is to filter out the effect
of density fluctuations on averaged quantities. According to Morkovin’s hypothesis [28],
turbulence is affected by compressibility when density fluctuations are significant, while
Bradshaw [29] highlighted that this effect may be reflected in compressible shear layers
at low Mach numbers ~1.5. Following this, density averaging is considered in the current
work. Equation (1) is the Favre-averaged TKE transport equation. It contains two addi-
tional terms—pressure dilatation and pressure work—as compared to its incompressible
counterpart. The first term on RHS is mean flow convection, the second term is production
from mean flow gradients and Reynolds stresses, the third term is viscous dissipation,
the fourth term is subgrid-scale dissipation, the fifth term is molecular diffusion and the
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sixth term is subgrid-scale diffusion. The seventh term is turbulence diffusion and the
eighth is pressure diffusion. The ninth term is pressure work and the second-last term is
pressure dilatation. Here, an overbar denotes time/ensemble-averaged quantity,˜denotes
Favre-averaged quantity and ′′ denotes fluctuation in Favre-averaged quantity. TKE is
defined as k = 1

2 u′′i u′′i . The resolved TKE transport equation contains two additional
terms due to the subgrid-scale stress and they are subgrid-scale diffusion and subgrid-scale
dissipation. These two terms are also calculated from LES. Finally, to balance the budget, a
residual denoted as R is calculated. The residual is a numerical phenomenon rather than
physical. In the below equation, ρ is the density, p is the pressure, u is the streamwise
component of velocity, τij is the Reynolds stress tensor, tji is the resolved part of viscous
stress tensor and tSGS is the subgrid-scale stress tensor obtained using WALE subgrid-scale
model. P is the mean pressure. Further explanations on the computation of budgets are
provided in the Methodology section.
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1.3. LES Solvers—Subgrid-Scale Turbulence and Applications

From Section 1.1, it is evident that LES is primarily used for budget investigations.
Since numerical computation of budget terms is a direct measure of solver capabilities, this
subsection highlights various LES solvers in the literature. Many LES solvers have been
developed up until now, which are both in-house/non-commercial as well as commercial
solvers. From the LES standpoint, it is crucial to model the subgrid-scale turbulence
accurately. Therefore, it is important to understand how subgrid-scale turbulence is handled
in each solver, as it directly affects the budget analysis. Discretization schemes are also
important. The list in Table 1 may not be exhaustive, but the goal is to present the majority
of the LES solvers. Note that the details listed in the table reflect the data reported in
the literature and may not include exhaustive solver capabilities. Typically, when explicit
subgrid-scale modeling is used, the subgrid-scale stresses are modeled using Boussinesq
approximation. On the other hand, implicit LES relies on representing the subgrid-scale
turbulence in terms of high-order dissipation schemes since turbulence is dissipative.
Further, based on the LES approach, the filtering activity can also differ. Either way,
the question of whether subgrid-scale turbulence is modeled as isotropic or anisotropic
remains and it is believed that this subsection will provide an overview of the existing LES
solver capabilities.

Table 1. LES solvers.

Name Reference Subgrid
Turbulence Application Convective Flux

Discretization Filtering

ALESIA Bogey et al. [30] Explicit filtering External Thirteen-point stencil FD Explicit

CharLES Bres et al. [31] Vreman External Second order accurate blend
of central and upwind Spatial

ECNSS Karami et al. [32] Modified Germano
method External Sixth-order central FD Spatial
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Table 1. Cont.

Name Reference Subgrid
Turbulence Application Convective Flux

Discretization Filtering

EDGE Eliasson et al. [33] Implicit LES External Second-order accurate node
centered FV -

FLEDS Bonelli et al. [8]
Smagorinsky,

Artificial-Fluid LES
model

External Sixth-order compact scheme,
derived from Pade schemes Spatial

GASFLOW-
MPI Zhang et al. [34] Smagorinsky External Second-order accurate van

Leer MUSCL
Cube-root of
cell volume

HiFiLES Lopez et al. [35] WSM Wall-bounded,
external ESFR high-order Cube-root of

cell volume

JENRE Kailasnath et al. [36] MILES External Flux-Corrected Transport -

LAVA Kiris et al. [37],
Stich et al. [38] Implicit, Vreman Wall-bounded,

external
Mid-point central

differencing operator -

Maple Aprovitola et al. [39] Smagorinsky Incompressible Third-order accurate FV
upwind

Cube-root of
cell volume

OpenFOAM Weller [40]
Smagorisnky, one

equation eddy
viscosity

Wall-bounded,
external

Second-order semi discrete
non-staggered KNP

Cube-root of
cell volume

WRLES Debonis [41] Implicit LES,
Smagorinsky External Central difference

Solution
filtering based

on low-pass
filter

Star-CCM+ Present work WALE Wall-bounded,
external

Second-order accurate
bounded-central difference

Cube-root of cell
volume

2. Methodology

The methodology section details the nozzle geometry, computational domain and
boundary conditions, followed by governing equations. It then briefly discusses the
averaging of flow variables.

2.1. Nozzle Geometry

The nozzle geometry from minor axis plane of view is shown in Figure 1. It has a
rectangular cross-section with aspect ratio (AR) = 2 with equivalent diameter = 20.65 mm
and design Mach number = 1.5. The sharp throat causes a shock wave just downstream
of the throat. This has been addressed in our previous work [42,43]. We explored the
rectangular jet flowfield numerically focusing on both internal and external flow. Fluid-
thermal-structural analysis for this nozzle was also conducted [44]. The nozzle is a small-
scale prototype built for acoustic testing at University of Cincinnati’s experimental facility.
PIV based experimental investigation has been carried out by Baier et al. [45].

2.2. Governing Equations and Numerical Methods

The simulations in this work are conducted using a commercial finite volume solver
Star-CCM+ version 15.04.008-R8 by Siemens [46]. The governing equations of mass, mo-
mentum and energy are listed below in the integral form since they are integrated over a
finite control volume in the solver.

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρdV +
∮

A
ρv.da =

∫
V

SudV (2)
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∂

∂t

∫
V

ρvdV +
∮

A
ρv⊗ v.da = −

∮
A

pI.da +
∮

A
T.da +

∫
V

fbdV +
∫
V

sudV (3)

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρEdV +
∮

A
ρHv.da = −

∮
A

q.da +
∮

A
T.vda +

∫
V

fb.vdV +
∫
V

SudV (4)

In above equations, ρ is the density, v is the velocity, p is the pressure, I is the identity
tensor, T is viscous stress tensor, fb is resultant of body forces, E is total energy and q is
the heat flux. Su is user-defined source term. H is total enthalpy. a is the area vector. V
is the volume. Since the LES is based on WALE subgrid-scale model, the subgrid-scale
stress tensor is approximated using Boussinesq hypothesis that relies on computing the
eddy viscosity. The heat flux vector is given as q = −

(
κ +

µtCp
Prt

)
∇T where κ is thermal

conductivity, Cp is specific heat, Prt is turbulent Prandtl number which is fixed at 0.9 and T
is the temperature. Star-CCM+ uses an implicit filter as outlined in the user manual [46]
and it is based on cube root of cell volume. Convective fluxes are discretized using bounded
central difference scheme which is a blend of first-order accurate upwind as well as second-
order accurate central difference scheme and second-order accurate upwind scheme. The
scheme is weighted more towards the central differencing part. Among various schemes
available in the solver, bounded central scheme offers both robustness and accuracy as
compared to second-order upwind schemes [46]. Therefore, it is deemed appropriate here.
Temporal discretization is based on first-order backward differencing formula. To account
for the temperature-based variation in dynamic viscosity, Sutherland’s law is used. To
ensure the residuals of continuity, momentum and energy settled at the end of each time
step, ten inner iterations were run for each time step and the values reached at least the
order of 1 × 10−7.
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2.3. Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions

LES with WALE subgrid-scale model is conducted as WALE accounts for both strain
and rotation tensor [47]. Two operating conditions are presented as detailed in Table 2.
These conditions are chosen primarily to demonstrate the budgets for ideally expanded
cold jet as well as under-expanded heated jet, thus, capturing the jet behavior from budget
standpoint. From here onwards, the LES cases are abbreviated as shown in Table 2. Note
that Reynolds numbers based on jet exit conditions are also shown and they decrease at
higher pressure and temperature ratio on account of change in dynamic viscosity, jet exit
density and velocity. The computational domain extends 100 × De downstream the nozzle
exit, 15 × De radially and 10 × De upstream.
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Table 2. LES case nomenclature.

Case Name Jet-Exit Condition NPR Heated Conditions Mj Rej

LEScold Ideally expanded 3.67 Cold flow 1.5 ~850,000
LEShot Under-expanded 4 Hot flow, TR = 2.6 1.57 ~350,000

Obtaining precursor converged RANS solution is crucial before launching LES case.
Therefore, much attention was given to the setup of the RANS case which captured the
nozzle internal wall-bounded flow and jet region. Appropriate grid refinements were used
in these areas to keep y + ~1. This ensured a converged RANS with adequate quality
of agreement in the results. Three volumetric grid refinement zones are used for nozzle,
near-field, and velocity decay region and details are shown in Table 3. Zone I corresponds
to the refinement in the nozzle, Zone II corresponds to the region spanning from nozzle exit
to five diameters downstream which covers the shear layers on both minor and major axis.
Zone III starts immediately after the end of Zone II and lasts 25 diameters downstream.
These zones are in cylindrical frustrum shape in line with the direction of jet spread. Further
details on grid refinement study can be found in our previous work [26]. LES cases were
run on the two in-house HPC clusters at University of Cincinnati’s Advanced Research
Computing (ARC) center. LEScold was run on a 17-node cluster with a total of 1088 cores.
Note that this is the first time such heavy computations have been conducted with massive
parallelization using an in-house cluster at University of Cincinnati. LEShot was run on
another cluster equipped with 36 compute nodes, each with 40 × 2 hyperthreaded cores.
Out of the 36 nodes, only ~6–7 nodes were used for LEShot totaling ~560 cores which took
just over 300,000 CPU-hours for completion. Further details on HPC runtime statistics for
LEScold can be found in our previous paper [26].

Table 3. Grid refinement details.

Number of Cells (Million) Zone I Zone II Zone III

73 De/51 De/82 De/51

2.4. Averaging of Flow Variables

In compressible flow, density fluctuations play an important role and, therefore, the
averaging of instantaneous variables needs to be performed carefully. A density-averaged

quantity follows the definition of ρφ
ρ , where an overbar denotes ensemble averaging. The

instantaneous quantity is the sum of mean and fluctuating quantity which is given as
φ = φ̃ + φ′′ , where, ′′ denotes fluctuating part of Favre-averaged quantity and tilde denotes
Favre-averaged quantity. Following this definition, Favre averaging, also known as density
averaging, was performed for the conserved variables. Since Star-CCM+ does not perform
Favre averaging by default settings, field functions were defined following abovementioned
definition. Averaging is performed over three flow-through times for both cases, where
one flow-through time is 100× De

uj
.

3. Results

The initial subsections of the results present some qualitative metrics to establish
a good resolution and accuracy in the numerical results, followed by an explanation on
budget statistics for both LES cases. Finally, an explanation for budget residuals is provided.

3.1. Resolution of TKE

Since budget analysis involves higher-order turbulence statistics, it is imperative to
obtain highly resolved flowfield. Therefore, the quality of resolved flowfield is quantified
in terms of the ratio of subgrid-scale TKE to total TKE, thereby showing the percentage
of the modeled TKE as compared to total TKE. The subgrid-scale TKE is expressed as
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kSGS = Ct
µt
ρ S, where Ct is the model constant and fixed at 3.5, µt is the turbulent viscosity,

ρ is the density and S is the strain rate tensor. Figure 2 shows the ratio of subgrid-scale
to total TKE and is given as kSGS

kSGS+kR
. It is plotted at three different downstream locations

on the minor axis plane. These streamwise locations are chosen so that they fall in the
potential core and mixing regions. Since the ratio is ~1–3%, it can be inferred that the LES
resolves the scales reasonably.
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3.2. Validation with PIV Experimental Data

Experimental data are reported in reference [45] and are based on PIV measurements
conducted at the University of Cincinnati’s Gas Dynamics Propulsion Lab. As explained by
Baier et al. [45], the PIV images were taken by seeding the jet flow with 1 µm Aluminum
oxide particles and ambient seeding was accomplished through olive oil droplet spray.
Further details on PIV capability at the University of Cincinnati can be found in the
works [45,48,49]. Since the current work only deals with numerical simulations, the details
of PIV are omitted for the sake of brevity. Figure 3 shows a comparison of jet centerline
velocity normalized by uj with PIV experimental data [45].
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As can be seen, LES captures the locations of the first few shock cells as well as the
potential core damping quite accurately in Figure 3a. The amplitude of velocity oscillations
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is higher as compared to experimental data. This is a result of various factors, including
experimental uncertainties and numerical techniques. One explanation is the current
simulations do not use synthetic turbulence at the nozzle inlet, thus, resulting in lower
turbulence levels immediately downstream of the exit. While PIV is a non-intrusive
technique, it suffers from uncertainties resulting from equipment, processing algorithm
and particle lag, as described in references [48–51]. As mentioned by Cuppoletti [48], the
experimental uncertainty in centerline velocity can be ±5%. In examining Figure 3b, it
appears that shock cell locations are not coincident with each other. One explanation is the
flow in this case is heated and underexpanded and particle lag through the region of shock
waves can be significant, as highlighted by Lazar et al. [51]. Although these differences
exist, the overall trends are captured by LES.

Figure 4a,b show the TKE comparisons with experimental data for LEScold. They
are compared on both minor and major axis planes in the region of shear layers. Further,
the TKE is normalized with u2

j . Note that the TKE in experiments was defined using

streamwise and radial components based on the assumption, v′v′ = w′w′ and so, for
validation purposes, this definition was used. The differences in TKE from LES and
experimental data can be attributed to several factors, including the averaging time for
experimental data and LES, PIV-related uncertainty in measurements and resolution of
PIV, and numerical techniques, such as the discretization schemes, filtering and averaging.
Further, the current work does not use synthetic turbulence generation at the nozzle inlet
and results in lower turbulence immediately after the nozzle exit. A brief description on
PIV-related uncertainties can be found in [48–51]. As mentioned in [48], the shear layers
in supersonic jets are characterized by high velocity gradients and, therefore, this region
is more prone to PIV uncertainties. Due to this fact, the agreement between experimental
and LES-based TKE values improves as one moves away from the nozzle exit because
the velocity gradients tend to settle down. The uncertainties in the current experimental
facility were ±15% in turbulence, as mentioned in reference [48]. Assessing the individual
responsible factors is beyond the scope of the present work. Although these differences
exist, the agreement in terms of overall trends is decent for both minor and major axis
planes and serves the purpose of validation for the broader goal of this paper. The TKE for
LEShot conditions was not reported in experimental data and so could not be compared in
this context.
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3.3. Instantaneous Flowfield Visualization

This subsection shows the instantaneous flowfield for the LEScold case in Figure 5.
The contours of normalized density gradient are shown below for minor and major axis
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planes. The formation of shock train can be seen inside the nozzle due to the sharp throat.
The shock train convects downstream of the nozzle exit. Another set of shock trains arise
downstream of the nozzle exit.
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3.4. Temporal Convergence of Higher-Order Statistics

This section discusses the convergence of TKE statistics based on time. Obtaining a
converged solution of higher-order statistics is a direct measure of averaging time for LES
solution. Inadequate computational time may lead to sporadic statistics due to the fluctuat-
ing nature of the flow and may be worse in the case of higher-order statistics. Therefore,
progression of triple-velocity correlations ( ρu′′j u′′i u′′i ) and pressure-velocity correlations
is assessed here at each flow-through time. Triple-velocity correlations directly affect
the turbulence diffusion as their spatial gradients indicate turbulence transport, whereas
pressure-velocity correlation directly affects the pressure diffusion term. Therefore, these
two terms are of particular interest due to the presence of second- and third-order statistics.

Figure 6a shows the non-dimensional triple-velocity correlations for LEShot on the
minor axis plane. They are normalized by ρju3

j to obtain non-dimensional form. The
location x/De = 3.2 is chosen because the budgets are at their highest magnitudes at this
location for the LEShot case. Figure 6b shows the pressure velocity correlations for the
LEShot case. A non-dimensional form of time is obtained and denoted by t∗. It is defined as
a non-dimensional time when the Favre-averaging activity is triggered. Therefore, each
t∗ value can be thought of as a flow-through time. From both three-dimensional plots, it
is seen that as the time progresses, the change in higher-order statistics becomes smaller,
indicating their temporal convergence. Furthermore, it was ensured (Figure 7a,b) that the
numerical diffusion ( ∼ ∆x2 ∂3u

∂x3 ) coming from second-order spatial discretization scheme
was significantly lower (order of 1 × 10−8) than the normalized value of triple-velocity
correlations. Note that the numerical diffusion is plotted separately in Figure 7b since its
values are quite small. This established the merits in the statistics.
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3.5. TKE Budgets—Before The End of Potential Core

This subsection shows the normalized TKE budgets at various streamwise locations
called x/De, where x is the streamwise distance from the nozzle exit and De is the equivalent
diameter at the nozzle exit. The budget terms are multiplied by De

ρju3
j

so that their non-

dimensional form is obtained. Further, the terms with positive values are called gain
and the terms with negative values are called loss. Figure 8 indicates the budget terms
at three streamwise locations (x/De = 3.2, 4, 6) on minor and major axis planes for the
LEScold case. These locations are chosen because the production term grows starting at
x/De = 3.2. Since the minor axis plane corresponds to the XY plane, the statistics are
calculated using gradients in the radial direction

(
∂

∂y

)
. Since major axis plane corresponds

to the XZ plane, the gradients represent
(

∂
∂z

)
. For production and turbulence diffusion

terms, corresponding components of velocity are used for the major axis plane. For example,
production on the major axis plane is ρτik

∂ũi
∂xk

. Turbulence diffusion on the major axis plane

is, − ∂
∂xk

(
ρu′′k

1
2 u′′i u′′i

)
. Similarly, the viscous dissipation term on the major axis plane is,
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−tki
∂u′′i
∂xk

. At x/De = 3.2 in Figure 8a,b, the primary source is TKE production, followed by
convection for Figure 8b. Since the production happens through Reynolds shear stresses
as well as mean flow gradients, it represents a contribution from mean flow to turbulence.
Turbulence diffusion represents the transport due to triple correlations of velocity. In the
inner and outer region of the shear layer, it acts as a source term while in the central region
of the shear layer, it acts as a sink. Turbulence diffusion offers a net loss in the regions
of peak production. Pressure diffusion represents the transport due to pressure-velocity
fluctuations. Its behavior is similar to turbulence diffusion, except with smaller magnitudes.
Pressure dilatation contributes to the loss by means of fluctuating pressure and gradient of
velocity fluctuation. This term is directly comparable to the production term at all three
streamwise locations. Dilatation term is a direct measure of velocity gradient and pressure
fluctuations. In rectangular jets, the gradients in the orthogonal direction to the streamwise
direction are higher and, therefore, directly contribute to the dilatation. The pressure
fluctuations are also a result of compressibility. As a result, dilatation contributes to the net
loss. The production and pressure dilatation are comparable in the immediate vicinity of the
nozzle, thus, indicating pronounced compressibility effects on account of shock formation
in the core of the jet. Molecular diffusion represents transport on account of molecular
viscosity and is negligible compared to other terms at both locations. The pressure work
term is comparatively negligible. The viscous dissipation term is also insignificant. Since
the stress tensor contains a resolved and subgrid-scale part, SGS diffusion and dissipation
terms arise in the TKE transport equation. Their contributions are also calculated and are
negligible compared to other terms, indicating that most of the TKE is resolved. From
Figure 8’s left- and right-hand side, it is evident that the asymmetry in TKE arises due to
the production, convection, dilatation and diffusion terms for the LEScold case.

Figure 9 shows the budget analysis for the LEShot case. It is clear that TKE production
due to Reynolds shear stresses has the highest contribution. The region of peak production
aligns with the region of peak turbulence diffusion at x/De = 3.2. The turbulence diffusion
reaches its peak in the central part of the shear layer rather than the outer edges. This
indicates that towards the outer edges, the velocity fluctuations transport the TKE causing
the turbulence gain. Therefore, the turbulence diffusion contributes to the loss in the central
region while it acts as a source towards the outer edges of the shear layer. The pressure
dilatation term contributes to the loss throughout the growth of the jet.

A noticeable difference between Figures 8 and 9 is due to the levels of production and
pressure dilatation terms. In Figure 9, the production term is the highest at x/De = 3.2
while the dilatation term is comparatively lower than in corresponding location in Figure 8.
The TKE is gained at the jet centerline, just before the end of the potential core on account
of turbulence diffusion on the minor axis plane in Figure 8e. This happens first on the
minor axis plane due to the merging of shear layers and later on the major axis plane since
the shear layers are further apart due to the nozzle-exit aspect ratio. It directly affects the
growth of shear layers on the major axis plane, thus, causing them to develop apart. From
both figures, it is evident that production, turbulence diffusion and pressure dilatation
provide significant contributions, followed by convection and pressure diffusion.
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3.6. TKE Budgets—After the End of Potential Core

This section highlights what happens after the end of potential core. Figure 10 shows
the budgets for LEScold at x/De = 9, 12 on minor and major axis planes. These two locations
are chosen because they are immediately after the end of potential core, where the mixing
is a dynamic process. The major source and sink are from production and dilatation term.
The turbulence diffusion on the minor axis plane at x/De = 9 is visible from Figure 10a. This
is due to the merging of shear layers on the minor axis plane compared to the major axis
plane. Further downstream, the turbulence diffusion towards the jet centerline at x/De = 12
becomes greater as compared to its minor axis counterpart. This is because of the merging
of shear layers at a later stage. In Figure 10a,b, the TKE convection is evident, whereas, as
one moves towards x/De = 12, the convection becomes smaller since the potential core has
fully damped out at this location.
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Figure 11 shows the same for the LEShot case, where production, diffusion and pressure
dilatation play a major role. Since these locations fall in the mixing region, the overall
budget magnitudes decrease.
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3.7. Temporal Evolution of Budget Residuals

Theoretically, the balance of all terms in the TKE transport equation should be zero
due to the conservation of energy. However, numerically, it may not be so, and their
balance can be thought of as a residual. Several factors affect the residual term and its value.
The goal of this subsection is to explain the residual term in the TKE budget equation.
As mentioned previously, since the residual is calculated as the balance of budget terms,
its value is a combined effect of many factors, such as the spatial discretization schemes,
temporal discretization schemes, LES grid, LES filtering activity, total averaging time for
the numerical simulation and statistical convergence of numerical simulations. Assessing
the individual factors is beyond the scope of the current work. However, an explanation is
provided here as to how the residual term develops in time. Therefore, in order to examine
its time-dependent evolution, three-dimensional plots are shown in Figures 12 and 13
for LEScold and LEShot, respectively. A non-dimensional time denoted as t* represents a
flow-through time after the budget-averaging activity is triggered. The plot reveals the
residual term at certain time steps as the solution progresses in time. Note that for LEScold,
the terms are positive and negative at various downstream locations. This behavior stems
from the peak values of local production and dilatation terms, whereas for LEShot, it is
primarily negative. A positive value represents a local gain while negative value represents
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a local loss. The residual should be as close to zero as possible, thus, indicating a good
balance of all terms. In present work, the residuals are highest in the immediate vicinity of
the nozzle exit. From both figures, it is evident that when the averaging activity is triggered
(t* ~ 0), the residuals are at their highest values but as the solution progresses in time (t* > 2),
their values decrease on account of settling down. In examining Figures 12 and 13, the
magnitudes of residuals at x/De = 3.2 are quite different. This is because the peak budget
values are reached at different streamwise locations on LEScold and LEShot. In LEScold, the
peak of production term is at x/De = 4 while for LEShot the peak is at x/De = 3.2. Similarly,
the peaks of pressure dilatation terms differ in both cases. LEScold is characterized by
a stronger dilatation effect compared to LEShot in the streamwise locations closer to the
nozzle exit. Further, the turbulence diffusion term for LEScold at this location (Figure 8a,b)
is lower and becomes comparable to the dilatation term further downstream. As a result,
the residual term in LEScold shows different trends (at x/De = 3.2) than that of LEShot. The
results also differ due to the behavior of each term on minor and major axis planes on upper
and lower shear layers. Also, the TKE production term shows different peaks on minor
and major axis planes of LEScold (Figure 8a,b). Comparing the residual term with other
budget terms, it is clear that the peak value of the residual term is less than the peak value
of production term. The net balance of the TKE budget equation terms was also reported in
previous works. However, the terminology was different. In references [7,8], the filtering
dissipation was calculated as the balance of all budget terms and their values were of the
same order of magnitude as the production term.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

The primary objective of this paper is to examine the rectangular jet flowfield from
a TKE budget standpoint to highlight the turbulence transport mechanisms during jet
development and mixing. As a result, the anisotropic TKE budgets are demonstrated for
rectangular jets for the first time. The results are presented for an ideally expanded cold
jet and under-expanded heated jet. To gain access to all components in the TKE transport
equation, Large Eddy Simulations are conducted. The subgrid-scale turbulence is modeled
using WALE model. Various spatial and temporal metrics of convergence are used to
ensure the convergence of higher-order statistics as well as to ensure a good resolution of
TKE. The jet nearfield results are validated with PIV experimental data. The centerline
velocity is predicted accurately by LES, which captures the location of the first few shock
cells and the potential core-damping region quite well. The TKE on minor and major axis
planes is also validated with PIV data from literature. LES captures the overall trends in
TKE. A brief explanation is provided on the factors causing the differences between the
TKE magnitudes in experiments and numerical simulations. Evaluation of these factors is
beyond the scope of the present work since LES captured the overall trends correctly.

As part of budget analysis, it is shown that TKE production is a major source term
throughout the development and mixing region of a jet. The production stems from
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Reynolds stresses as well as mean flow gradients and indicates gain in turbulence from
mean flow. The second major contribution is from the pressure dilatation term. Turbulence
diffusion arises from triple correlations of velocity. This term acts as a sink in the regions
of peak production. As the potential core approaches, the turbulence diffusion peaks at
the jet centerline on account of the merging of shear layers. This phenomenon occurs
first on the minor axis plane and then on the major axis plane. Pressure diffusion has a
similar behavior as the turbulence diffusion term. Other terms in the budget equation are
comparatively insignificant in their contributions. For example, viscous and subgrid-scale
dissipation, molecular and subgrid-scale diffusion are minimal throughout the growth. The
residual term is calculated as a balance of other terms in the TKE equation. An explanation
is provided based on temporal evolution of the residual term. Overall, the asymmetry in
minor and major axis statistics mainly stems from the production, dilatation and turbulence
diffusion terms, followed by convection and pressure diffusion.

Finally, this paper presented all terms in the TKE budget equation for rectangular
supersonic jets for the first time. This ultimately shed some light on turbulence in supersonic
flow and the contributions of various mechanisms in the local and global transport of
turbulent kinetic energy and its anisotropy during jet development and turbulent mixing.
The future work will be focused on improving the accuracy of numerical simulations using
higher-order discretization schemes as well as addressing the internal flow physics by
incorporating inflow turbulence.
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Abbreviations

AR Aspect ratio
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CPU Central processing unit
DNS Direct numerical simulation
ESFR Energy stable flux reconstruction
FD Finite difference
FV Finite volume
HPC High performance computing
LES Large Eddy Simulation
PIV Particle image velocimetry
TKE Turbulent Kinetic Energy
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
MUSCL Monotone upstream-centered schemes
NPR Nozzle pressure ratio
SST Shear Stress Transport
WALE Wall-adapting local eddy viscosity
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De Nozzle-exit equivalent diameter
u Axial component of velocity
uj Jet velocity at nozzle exit
ρj Jet density at nozzle exit
C Convection
TP TKE production
TD f Turbulence diffusion
MD f Molecular diffusion
Mj Jet Mach number at nozzle exit
PD f Pressure diffusion
PD Pressure dilatation
PW Pressure work
VDs Viscous dissipation
SGSD f Subgrid-scale diffusion
SGSDs Subgrid-scale dissipation
R Residual
Rej Jet Reynolds number
kSGS Subgrid-scale TKE
kR Resolved TKE
SGS Subgrid scale
′ Fluctuation in Reynolds averaged quantity
′′ Fluctuation in Favre averaged quantity˜ Favre-averaged quantity

Reynolds averaged quantity
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